Introduction
============

The physical basis of the chromatin spring
------------------------------------------

The mitotic spindle ensures the equal distribution of chromosomes during cell division. Sister chromatids are bioriented through binding via the kinetochore, to microtubules emanating from opposite spindle poles ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The kinetochore is a specialized protein/DNA structure built on centromere DNA that binds to the plus end of dynamically growing and shortening kinetochore microtubules (kMTs). In yeast, each chromosome is tethered to the spindle via a single kMT ([@bib49]; [@bib45]). The kinetochore promotes the formation of a pericentric chromatin loop ([@bib77]), predisposing the kinetochore to protrude from the surface of the chromosome. Cohesin and condensin complexes are enriched in ∼50 kb of the pericentric chromatin ([@bib6]; [@bib38]; [@bib61]; [@bib24]; [@bib69]), which together with DNA constitute the "chromatin spring" to counter microtubule-based forces ([@bib8]; [@bib58]). Interpolar microtubules (ipMTs) from opposite spindle poles overlap and are cross-linked by microtubule motor proteins and microtubule-associated proteins. Kinesins act as force production machines that slide the ipMTs apart, generating an extensional force on the spindle pole bodies ([@bib54]; [@bib55]). The balance of microtubule-based extensional force and a chromatin spring contractile force is necessary to produce a steady-state spindle length and tension at the kinetochore that satisfies the spindle checkpoint ([@bib7]).

![**Structure of the yeast mitotic spindle.** (A) Microtubules (kMTs, green) emanating from opposite spindle pole bodies (red) bind to the centromere via the kinetochore (yellow). Sister centromeres are spatially separated in metaphase and reside at the apex of a pericentric chromatin loop (in blue) that extends perpendicularly from the chromosome axis (black; [@bib77]). The total contour length of the pericentric chromatin loop is split between an axial component (approximated by the distance between the two kinetochores, *L~1~*) and subloops (*L~openloop~*) that extend perpendicular to the spindle axis. Condensin is more proximal to the spindle axis than cohesin. Approximately eight ipMTs overlap (two shown) and are bound by kinesin 5 motor proteins (purple). Although only one replicated chromosome is depicted with two kMTs, there are 16 chromosomes (32 sister chromatids) in budding yeast and ∼32 kMTs. The 16 kinetochores from each pole are clustered in mitosis. The aggregate chromatin spring length is measured by the distance between the two clusters (*L~1~*). (B) The model is written as a coupled system of stochastic and deterministic differential equations in which the sum of the forces applied to one spindle pole body is used to numerically solve for velocity at each time step. Spindle length is defined experimentally as the distance between the spindle pole bodies (red) in metaphase (*L~ip~*). The pericentric chromatin functions as a spring (blue, *F~k~*). Its length is the distance between two sister kMT plus ends (*L~spring~*). Kinesin motors (purple) bind to and couple ipMTs at the overlap zone (*L~lap~*) and slide ipMTs apart, generating an outward extensional force, *F~ip~*. The viscous properties of the nucleus are represented as a dashpot and resist movement of the spindle pole bodies in either direction (gray, *F~drag~*).](JCB_201208163R_Fig1){#fig1}

The microtubules, microtubule-based motor proteins, and kinetochore components of the segregation apparatus have been explored with biophysical techniques, leading to a detailed understanding of their function ([@bib40]; [@bib2]; [@bib37]; [@bib64]; [@bib71]). Mathematical models of the metaphase spindle in several systems aim to account for the distribution and dynamics of spindle microtubules ([@bib57]; [@bib13]; [@bib15]; [@bib75]; [@bib11]; [@bib18]). We and others have developed stochastic models of kMT plus-end dynamics in the metaphase spindle that were evaluated by statistical measures of how well simulations predicted experimentally observed distributions of fluorescent kinetochore proteins ([@bib57]; [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]). In these models, introduction of spatial gradients in dynamic instability across the spindle, as well as tension-mediated regulation of kMT plus-end dynamics, was required to fit experimental data ([@bib15]). A stochastic model that includes kinetochore attachment and detachment accurately recapitulates chromosome dynamics during metaphase and anaphase as well as the timescale for correction of erroneous attachments in *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* ([@bib18]). Although, microtubule dynamics were not explicitly modeled, the [@bib18] model incorporated a spatial gradient in kMT detachment rate (inspired by the Aurora B spatial gradient in vertebrate cells; [@bib35]; [@bib72]) that is analogous to the spatial gradients of [@bib15]. Overall, with appropriate tuning of the spatial gradients, these models were able to recapitulate experimentally observed features of microtubule plus-end fluorescence ([@bib15]), kinetochore separation, and laser ablation ([@bib18]). However, none of the models explicitly consider the physical properties of the chromatin spring ([@bib40]).

Simple models have assumed that chromatin behaves as a Hookean (i.e. linear force--extension relation) spring. This spring is presumed to be derived via cohesion between sister chromatids ([@bib18]), cohesin and condensin-based chromatin loops ([@bib51]; [@bib58]), or an entropic wormlike chain ([@bib22]).

Here, we develop models for the chromatin spring based on experimental observations in budding yeast. Several features of budding yeast make it particularly amenable for a quantitative analysis of the contributions of chromatin to spindle structure and dynamics. The mitotic spindle is streamlined and stereotypic (250-nm-diameter × 1,400--1,600-nm-length cylinder), providing the opportunity for statistical analysis of length and its variation with time ([@bib73]). Condensin and cohesin are enriched in the pericentric chromatin and occupy unique spatial positions relative to the spindle microtubules and kinetochore ([@bib58]). Condensin lies proximal to the spindle axis and is responsible for axial compaction by looping pericentric chromatin, whereas cohesin is radially displaced from the spindle axis and confines pericentric chromatin loops around the spindle apparatus ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib58]). Through the use of integrated lactose operator (LacO) arrays and LacI-GFP, we can visualize the chromatin at known distances (in base pairs) from the microtubule attachment site defined by a 125-bp DNA sequence. A linear spring in a predictive mathematical model fails to predict spindle length and chromatin dynamics. Cross-linked chromatin loops with nonlinear length changes provide a working model for the nature of the chromatin spring in mitosis.

Results
=======

Force balance within the budding yeast mitotic spindle
------------------------------------------------------

The components contributing to force balance in the mitotic spindle are depicted in [Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We consider three main force-generating processes: (1) an extensional force arising from motors sliding ipMT, *F~ip~*; (2) an opposing contractile force generated by the chromatin spring, *F~k~*; and (3) a viscous drag force, *F~drag~*. Other forces acting on the spindle and not considered in the model are described in Materials and methods. At the low Reynolds numbers inside the cell, the *F~drag~* is proportional to the velocity of the spindle length (denoted *L~ip~*) given by Stokes' law ([@bib4]), *F~drag~* = −*C~drag~ V~ip~*, in which *V~ip~* = d*L~ip~*/d*t*. Holding one spindle pole fixed and summing all forces acting along the primary spindle axis, we obtain the net force on the moveable spindle pole,$${\sum{F_{on\, spindle\, pole}\, = F_{ip}}} + F_{k} + F_{drag} = F_{net}.$$

Based on a linear force--velocity relation, as explained in the [supplemental material](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp1}, we arrive at a dynamical equation for spindle length,$$\frac{\text{d}L_{ip}\left( t \right)}{\text{d}t} = V_{ip}\left( t \right) = V_{\text{max}}\left( {1 + \frac{F_{k}\left( t \right) + F_{drag}\left( t \right)}{F_{ip}\left( t \right)}} \right),$$in which *V*~max~ is the maximum velocity of the spindle motors ([Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp2}, Spindle velocity). This force balance model is written as a coupled system of stochastic and deterministic differential equations in which the sum of the forces applied to one spindle pole body yields the dynamics of the spindle length (*L~ip~*), through integration of [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The basis for a stable spindle length in our model is that a quasi--steady state is reached between inward and outward forces, with fluctuations about a mean spindle length arising from microtubule-based motor activity. This mean length is dictated by the mean number of force-producing motors in the overlap zone and the corresponding extension of the chromatin springs from their rest length, which give *F~ip~* and *F~k~*, respectively ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The outward force (*F~ip~*) arises from sliding of antiparallel ipMTs caused by plus end--directed motors bound in the overlap region (denoted double-bound motors, *D*(*t*)). The forces exerted by each motor, *F~m~*, are additive, so *F~ip~* is proportional to the total number of double-bound motors, *F~ip~* = *D*(*t*) × *F~m~*. The number of productive motors *D*(*t*) is given by rates of attachment and detachment, *K*~on~ and *K*~off~, so that *D*(*t*) fluctuates with a Poisson distribution. The length of the chromatin spring *L~sp~* is the total spindle length *L~ip~* minus the length of each kMT $\left( {L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}},L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}} \right)$, in which $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}}$ and $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}$ are the length of the left and right kMT, respectively. Thus, the chromatin restoring force is $F_{k} = - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip} - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}} - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}} - L_{rest}} \right),$ in which *L~rest~* is the rest length of the spring in the absence of force. *L~rest~* is estimated to be ∼200 nm, based on an upper bound given by the diffraction limit ∼250 nm (as sister centromere-linked LacO arrays are not resolved after spindle collapse) and a lower bound given by the chromatin persistence length of 170--220 nm ([@bib9]). With these assumptions, [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes$$V_{ip}\left( t \right) = \left( \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{F_{M}D\left( t \right) + V_{\text{max}}C_{drag}} \right) \times \left( {F_{M}D\left( t \right) - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}\left( t \right) - L_{rest}} \right)} \right).$$

A linear spring model recapitulates the increase in both the mean and variance of spindle length observed in mutant cells
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first perform numerical simulations with a minimal linear stochastic (MLS) model, in which *L*~kMT~(*t*) and *D*(*t*) are described, respectively, by Gaussian and Poisson distributions. The model predicts increases in mean and variance of spindle length upon decreasing the linear chromatin spring constant ([Fig. S1, E and F](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp3}) consistent with experimental observations ([@bib58]). However, the MLS model fails to capture features such as the spatial distribution of kMTs ([@bib15]) and asymmetry in the behavior of the chromatin spring ([@bib58]). Therefore, unlike the situation in certain transcriptional networks ([@bib41]) or the bimodal response to extracellular signaling ([@bib5]; [@bib32]), our results demonstrate that noise is insufficient to enhance our understanding of mitotic spindle behavior.

We introduced a spatial catastrophe gradient and tension-dependent rescue of kMT plus-end dynamics (Materials and methods; Eqs. 3 and 4). This new model, termed the coupled linear stochastic (CLS) model, couples microtubule and spring dynamics. As the chromatin spring lengthens, tension on the kMT increases, switching the MT from shortening to growth (rescue), whereas the growing kMT allows the chromatin spring to shorten, reducing tension. We incorporated experimentally measured motor on and off rates and distributed the total number of motors among four species (unbound, kMTs, ipMTs, and double bound in the interpolar zone; see Materials and methods). The interpolar overlap zone (*L~lap~*) is the region where antiparallel ipMTs from each spindle pole are bundled ([@bib74]; [@bib45]). The extensional force (*F~ip~*) depends on the number of kinesin motors bound to antiparallel microtubules (*L~lap~*). Parameter values are detailed in Table S1. Because Ase1 binds anti- and parallel microtubule bundles ([@bib30]), this provides an upper estimate on overlap zone length. To estimate *L~lap~*, we introduced Ase1-GFP in cells with labeled spindle pole bodies (Spc29-RFP; [Fig. S3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp4}). The distribution of Ase1-GFP increases linearly with spindle length in metaphase (slope of 0.45; Fig. S3 A). Using either constant or length-adjusted *L~lap~* does not affect the trends in spindle length and variation (Figs. S3 and [S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp5}). We used the constant overlap zone in the model based on the robustness of the sensitivity analysis (Figs. S4 and [S5](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp6} and [Table S3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp7}).

The physical behavior of the pericentric chromatin depends on the concentration of cohesin and condensin complexes. Reduction of pericentric cohesin (*mcm21*Δ) or condensin (*brn1-9*) leads to increased spindle length and variation ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, II and III; [@bib58]). Variation in spindle length refers to fluctuations about the mean over a time course of observation. In the model, *mcm21Δ* is captured by decreasing the chromatin spring constant ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, I; and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). A decreased (softer) spring in the CLS model leads to an increased mean spindle length and greater variance in spindle length, ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, II and III). Introduction of experimentally measured motor on/off rates and kMT dynamics and 16 individual springs did not alter the trend from the minimal model (Fig. S1, E and F). Increases in spindle length and variation upon depletion of pericentric cohesin or condensin can be recapitulated through decreasing the linear chromatin spring constant in both a minimal (MLS) and coupled model (CLS).

![**Model simulations with a piecewise continuous spring recapitulate experimental observations.** (A) Experimental data of WT and *mcm21Δ* cells (pericentromere depleted of cohesin). Spindle length (II) and pericentromere stretching (IV) were measured using population images of cells containing Spc29-RFP spindle poles and LacO at CEN15, respectively. Spindle length variation (III, fluctuation about the mean spindle length) was measured by tracking spindle poles over ∼10 min ([@bib58]). (B) Numerical simulations of spindle dynamics with a linear chromatin spring *F* = −*k* (*L~spring~* − *L~rest~*), in which *L~rest~* = 200 nm (lighter = decreasing spring constant). The spring constant (*k*) was decreased to simulate perturbation of the spring (see B, I). Experimental images display an increase in the interkinetochore distance (distance between kinetochore clusters, Nuf2) in cohesin/condensin mutants. Simulations using a Hookean spring do not generate asymmetric pericentromere stretching. (C) Simulations of spindle dynamics with the spring defined by a piecewise continuous equation dependent on a threshold (lighter = decreasing threshold). (top) Experimental images reveal two spring states (compact, stretched) of a pericentromere LacO array. Under a force threshold (*L~threshold~*) the spring is looped (*k~1~* and *L~rest1~*, compact), and above the threshold, a loop stretches, adding length to the spring, which decreases the spring constant and increases the rest length (*k~2~* and *L~rest2~*, stretched). When *L~spring~* \< *L~threshold~*, *F* = −*k~1~* (*L~spring~* − *L~rest~*). At *L~spring~* ≥ *L~threshold~*, the spring constant is reduced from *k~1~* to *k~2~* (*k~2~* = *k~1~* (*L~1~*/*L~1~* + *L~openloop~*)) and greater rest length (*L~rest2~* = *L~rest1~* + *L~openloop~*), giving *F* = −*k~2~* (*L~spring~* − *L~rest2~*), in which the mean experimental aggregate spring length is *L*~1~ = 800 nm and *L~openloop~* = 450 nm (10 kb of nucleosomal chromatin from the stretched loop). (B and C) Simulated population measurements for linear (B) and nonlinear (C) spring models (spindle length \[II\] and pericentromere stretching \[IV\]) were generated by running the model and randomly selecting one time step \[*n* = 500, five groups, 100 simulations each\]). Simulated time lapses (III) were run for 1,000 s, 50 s for equilibrating, and 950 s measured (*n* = 25). Bars, 1 µm. Error bars represent standard deviation.](JCB_201208163R_Fig2){#fig2}

###### 

Comparison of model predictions and experimental outcomes

  Attributes                  Experimental                               Minimal linear stochastic   Coupled linear stochastic   Coupled nonlinear stochastic   Coupled nonlinear stochastic + cross-links
  --------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------
  Outward motor force                                                    Poisson                     On/off rates                On/off rates                   On/off rates
  Inward spring force                                                    Hookean                     Hookean                     Piecewise continuous           Piecewise continuous
  kMT dynamics                                                           Gaussian                    [@bib15]                    [@bib15]                       [@bib15]
  Spring network                                                         Individual                  Individual                  Individual                     Cross-linked network
  **Measurable attributes**   **Perturbation of the chromatin spring**                                                                                          
  Spindle length              Increases                                  Increases                   Increases                   Increases                      Increases
  Spindle variation           Increases                                  Increases                   Increases                   Increases                      Increases
  Chromatin stretching        Increases                                  NM                          NM                          Increases                      Increases
  Kinetochore declustering    Increases                                  NM                          Constant                    Increases                      Increases
  Coordinated stretching      \~40% WT                                   Not predicted               Not predicted               Not predicted                  Predicted

NM, not measureable.

A nonlinear spring hypothesis
-----------------------------

During metaphase, sister LacO-LacI GFP arrays inserted proximal to the centromere appear as diffraction-limited spots that transiently separate into two foci upon biorientation ([@bib20]; [@bib26]; [@bib62]; [@bib48]). These LacO arrays can switch between a focus and a linear filament (∼450-nm length, nucleosome fiber packing) indicative of decompaction and extension ([Figs. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib26]; [@bib3]; [@bib70]). If the pericentric chromatin were a simple linear spring as in the CLS model, sister chromatid LacO arrays would experience the same force and stretch to the same degree. For wild type (WT), 10% of cells exhibit chromatin stretching. However, only one of the sister LacO arrays stretches (asymmetric stretching: WT 100%, *n* = 102; *mcm21Δ* 90%, *n* = 59; *brn1-9* 95%, *n* = 43; e.g., [Figs. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib58]). In the stretched state, LacO arrays occupy a spindle proximal position relative to the compacted foci ([@bib58]). The changes in compaction and spatial position provide evidence for dynamic chromatin loops not accounted for by linear spring models (MLS or CLS).

![**Rate of pericentromere chromatin stretching and recompaction.** Time-lapse microscopy of sister pericentric CEN15 LacO arrays in *mcm21*Δ cells. Images were taken every 5 s for 200 s. Images were deconvolved as described in the Materials and methods, to determine the length of a LacO array along the spindle axis. (A--C) A representative time lapse shows stretching (line) and compaction (foci) of the LacO array over time. (A) Change in length of the left sister LacO array as a function of time in a single cell. The left LacO array appears predominantly as a spot and is slightly larger than the diameter of a diffraction spot. (B) Length of the right sister LacO array as a function of time. To determine a mean compaction and stretching rate, we fit a linear slope to regions that displayed greater than three successive steps in one direction. The mean compaction and stretching rates are −15 ± 12 nm/s (*n* = 9) and 13 ± 13 nm/s (*n* = 9), respectively, for six cells. (C) Selective images from the time lapse of sister LacOs A and B. The time point is indicated to the right. (D) Example from a time lapse indicating that sister chromatid stretching can switch from side to side. The right LacO array condenses as the left LacO array commences stretching. (E) Selective images from D. The time point is indicated to the right. Bars, 1 µm.](JCB_201208163_Fig3){#fig3}

To account for the asymmetry in chromatin extension, we model chromatin loops ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, I; [@bib58]) as a piecewise continuous function that exhibits a sawtooth force versus extension law. At a characteristic threshold length, a loop unravels, switching the spring constant ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, I). In the stretched state, the increase in available chromatin (*L~1~* + *L~openloop~* = *L~2~*) is compensated by a decrease in spring constant, such that *k~2~* = *k~1~* × (*L~1~*/*L~2~*) to maintain force (*F* = −*k* (*L* − *L~rest~*)). The aggregate experimental WT spring length is 800 nm (*L~1~*; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The length of chromatin added upon triggering the threshold condition is estimated to be 450 nm (*L~openloop~*). The length reflects the nucleosomal contour length of the subloops (10 kb of pericentric chromatin, ∼450 nm of 11-nm fiber, and *L~2~* = 800 + 450 = 1,250 nm; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table S1). Furthermore, we consider an increase in the chromatin rest length *L~1rest~* + *L~openloop~* = *L~2rest~*, in agreement with experimental evidence that depletion of pericentric cohesin or condensin affects pericentric sister LacO separation in the absence of tension ([@bib33]; [@bib65]; [@bib43]). Unlike previous models, this coupled nonlinear stochastic (CNLS) model contains a piecewise continuous spring that accounts for dynamically extensible asymmetry in the chromatin spring.

The nonlinear spring model recapitulates the frequency of chromatin stretching and increase in both the mean and variance of spindle length observed in mutant cells
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To estimate the threshold at which the spring stretches, we explored model values that best fit the frequency of stretching observed in vivo. The mean distance between paired kMTs is ∼800 nm in WT cells. In simulations, we explored parameter values of spring extension threshold between 800 and 1,100 nm. A threshold of 975 nm reproduces the frequency of ∼10% stretching in WT cells ([Fig. 2, A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} \[IV\] and C \[IV\]). Cells depleted of pericentric cohesin or harboring temperature-sensitive mutants in condensin have longer spindles in metaphase, increased spindle length variance, and increased frequency of chromatin stretching ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The distance at which chromatin stretching is observed therefore depends on the concentration of cohesin and condensin within the spindle ([@bib58]). As the spring threshold is reduced, there is an increased frequency of chromatin stretching in the CNLS model ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, IV). Decreasing the threshold in the model to 925--950 nm best matches the frequency of stretching observed in mutant cells depleted of cohesin or condensin (∼50% stretching).

Simulations with the CNLS model show an increase in spindle length variation with increases in the fraction of stretched chromatin strands (variation 65--135 nm and 10--50% stretching; [Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, III and IV). When all 16 springs are in the same conformational state (all *k*~1~ or *k*~2~), the variance of the spindle length is minimal. Similarly, the maximum variance occurs when roughly half of the springs are in a given state ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, III and IV). In experiments, populations of WT spindles (∼10% stretching) have reduced length variance relative to mutant populations in which ∼50% of cells show pericentric chromatin stretching (pericentric cohesin and condensin mutants; [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, III and IV). Experimental observations of spindle length distributions in cells with compact versus stretched LacO arrays reveal two distinct populations in both WT and mutant cells (WT, P \< 1.5 × 10^−11^; *mcm21Δ*, P \< 1.3 × 10^−10^; *brn1-9*, P \< 1 × 10^−6^; [Fig. S2, F--H](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp8}). This is also evident from fitting the probability distribution functions of spindle lengths in WT, *mcm21Δ*, and *brn1-9* with Gaussian distributions (Fig. S2, C--E; and [Table S2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp9}). Although fittings to the CLS data with one or two Gaussians were indistinguishable from each other, introducing a second Gaussian consistently improved the goodness of fit for the CNLS data (Table S2, R^2^ values). The multiplicities of modes in the CNLS model reflect the stretching process through the nonlinear spring law.

Dynamics of chromatin stretching reflect the rate of microtubule depolymerization
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The dynamics of chromatin stretching provides a measure of kinetic coupling to microtubule growth and shortening. Chromatin stretching is not instantaneous but occurs within a timescale of 15 s to minutes ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the model, kMT depolymerization is limited by the shortening rate (1.5 µm/min). Upon an instantaneous change in spring constant, the tension on kMTs is reduced, and the microtubules switch to the shortening state (catastrophe). To determine whether the rate of pericentric chromatin extension and compaction is predicted by kMT dynamics, we imaged cells depleted of pericentric cohesin (*mcm21Δ*) with LacO 1.8 kb from the centromere at 5-s intervals ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The rate of chromatin extension (13 nm/s or 0.8 ± 0.8 µm/min, *n* = 9 from six cells) and compaction (15 nm/s or 0.9 ± 0.7 µm/min, *n* = 9 from six cells) is on the same timescale of microtubule shortening and growth, respectively (∼1--1.5 µm/min; [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib10]; [@bib15]). The CNLS model recapitulates the observed rate of change in chromatin shape. Although the mechanisms of chromatin extension and compaction are likely to be more complex than stretching and recoil of a random coil described herein, the rates of microtubule growth and shortening are consistent with the observed rate of change from spot to stretched LacO array in the pericentric chromatin. In addition, it is likely that microtubule shortening along the spindle axis pulls the LacO arrays proximal to the spindle axis where the chromatin continues to stretch as kMTs shorten ([@bib58]).

Decreasing the spring length threshold predicts declustering of kMT plus ends
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 32 yeast kinetochores and kMT plus ends, 16 on each side, are clustered into two foci each slightly larger than a diffraction-limited spot in metaphase ([@bib23]). Based on the stochastic growth and shortening of kMTs with no other spatial information, there is no a priori reason to expect that 16 individual microtubules emanating from the spindle pole will have the same length. In previous models, spatial gradients for microtubule dynamics ([@bib15]) or Aurora gradients for kinetochore detachment ([@bib18]) have been invoked. These gradients provide plausible mechanisms for kMT clustering. Alternatively, mechanisms to cluster individual kinetochore proteins or pericentromeric chromatin could contribute to kMT length control in the spindle. Depletion of histone H3 or pericentric cohesin (*mcm21Δ*) has been shown to result in the declustering of 16 kinetochores ([@bib43]; [@bib66]). Herein, we examined the clustering of the inner (Ame1p-GFP) and outer (Ndc80-GFP or Nuf2p-GFP) kinetochore ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, top, Nuf2). There is a significant disruption of kinetochore clusters in experimental conditions that increase chromatin stretching (*mcm21Δ*: 32 ± 6% declustered, *n* = 230; vs. WT: 9 ± 4%, *n* = 209; [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The physical basis for kinetochore declustering in these mutant conditions is unknown.

![**Experimental kinetochore declustering is predicted by simulations with a piecewise continuous chromatin spring (CNLS) but not a linear spring (CLS).** (A) Experimental and simulated images of WT and *mcm21Δ* cells with Spc29-RFP (spindle poles) and Nuf2 or Ndc80-GFP (kinetochores) were scored as clustered (kinetochore focus) or declustered in cells having the focus of 16 kinetochores split into multiple foci. Example experimental (left) and simulated (right) images showing a bundle of clustered (middle) and declustered (bottom). (B) Experimental declustering in WT and *mcm21Δ* cells (WT: 9 ± 4%, *n* = 209, two experiments; *mcm21Δ*: 32 ± 6%, *n* = 230, two experiments). (C and D) Model simulations were used to generate images that match the physical geometry of the mitotic spindle (model convolution; [@bib50]; [@bib17]). The position of the spindle poles and plus end of each kMT were convolved with the point-spread function of our microscope objective to produce a simulated image of spindle poles and clusters of kinetochore proteins at the microtubule plus ends. Declustering was scored using the same criteria as in experimental images (*n* = 300, three groups of 100). (C) Decreasing the linear spring constant by an order of magnitude results in an insignificant increase (9--12%, χ^2^ \> 0.30) in kinetochore declustering. (D) Decreasing the threshold of a piecewise continuous spring results in a significant increase in declustering (10--22%, χ^2^ \< 1 × 10^−4^) comparable to experimental (B vs. D). Bars, 0.5 µm. Error bars represent standard deviation.](JCB_201208163_Fig4){#fig4}

To compare predictions on kinetochore clustering from the coupled linear (CLS) and nonlinear (CNLS) model with respect to experimental observations, we convolved the position of kMT plus ends from the model with the point-spread function of our microscope objective: a process known as model convolution ([@bib57]; [@bib17]). The power of model convolution lies in the ability to perform a statistical comparison between multiple runs of the model and multiple experimental images ([@bib16], [@bib17]). To determine whether perturbation of a linear chromatin spring influences kMT plus-end clustering, we reduced the spring constant of the chromatin spring in the CLS model. This results in an insignificant change in kinetochore declustering over an order of magnitude change in spring constant (*k* = 30 pN/µm, 9 ± 1%; vs. *k* = 5 pN/µm, 12 ± 3%; χ^2^ \> 0.30; [Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with observed kinetochore clustering upon removal of the chromatin spring by preventing DNA replication via *cdc6* ([@bib15]). In contrast, when the chromatin stretching threshold is decreased (CNLS model), the incidence of declustering increases to experimentally observed levels (10 ± 1% to 22 ± 4%; χ^2^ \< 1 × 10^−4^; [Fig. 4, B and D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the CNLS model, declustering arises because of the nonlinear behavior of 16 independent springs in the system. Thus, unlike simpler chromatin spring models, the discontinuous spring predicts kinetochore declustering in WT and mutant strains as well as spindle length variation and asymmetric chromatin stretching ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Chromatin springs may be cross-linked
-------------------------------------

To address whether the pericentromere chromatin springs of each chromosome are independent or coupled, we introduced two centromere-linked LacO arrays on different chromosomes (CEN15 LacO/LacI-GFP and CEN11 tetracycline operator \[TetO\]/tetracycline repressor \[TetR\]--CFP; [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In WT cells with a single labeled chromosome, the incidence of stretching is 12 ± 3% (*n* = 261, 11%; [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib58]). LacO and TetO arrays exhibit similar stretching frequencies (13% LacO and 11% TetO). If the springs stretch independently, upon one spring stretching, only 12% of cells should have a second labeled spring stretched. In contrast, coordinated stretching was much more frequent (WT: 40 ± 16% coordinated stretching, *n* = 45; χ^2^ \< 2 × 10^−17^; [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The approximately fourfold increase from the expected probability suggests that the dynamics of chromatin loops on different chromosomes are not independent. With pericentric chromatin cylindrically distributed around the spindle axis (based on the distribution of kMTs), each strand would have two nearest neighbors in the region proximal to the kinetochores. We introduced cross-links in the model by introducing additional springs between nearest-neighbor chromatin strands. In this model, each chromosome is represented by a chromatin spring between the two spindle pole bodies, and one cross-link spring is attached to each of the neighboring strands on either side (see Materials and methods). The cross-link springs apply force proportional to the difference in length between adjacent strands, acting to bring them to the same length.

![**Observed coordinated stretching is predicted in simulations with cross-links between adjacent chromatin springs.** Cells were labeled with Spc29-RFP (spindle poles), TetO/TetR-CFP at 0.4 kb from CEN11, and LacO/LacI-GFP 1.8 kb from CEN15. WT cells exhibit stretching of a single pericentromere LacO in 11% of cells ([@bib58]) and recapitulated herein (12 ± 3%, *n* = 261). (A) Cells with two labeled arrays (CEN11 and CEN15) exhibit one stretching (uncoordinated, top) or both stretching (coordinated, bottom; WT: 40 ± 16%, *n* = 45 stretching cells). (B) Coordinated stretching was measured in simulations of a piecewise continuous spring, in which asymmetric stretching can be predicted ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Chromatin springs were cross-linked with a Hookean spring of increasing strength relative to the chromatin spring constant (0--0.5× = 0--15 pN vs. chromatin spring constant of 30 pN, *n* = 500, five experiments \[Exp.\] of 100). For each cross-linking spring constant, the threshold was altered to obtain 12 ± 2% stretching if a single pericentromere was labeled (experimental WT single stretching percentage). Population simulations were then measured for coordinated stretching of any pair of springs. In the absence of cross-linking (0, Simulated) the predicted frequency of coordinated stretching is 13 ± 4%, less than observed experimentally (left, WT). Cross-linking springs with 0.3× the spring constant of the chromatin spring best match experimental (P = 0.88, 42 ± 22%, right; vs. WT 40 ± 16%, left). (C--F) Loss of cross-linking (0 *k~cross-link~*; 955 nm *L~threshold~*) displays increased spindle length (C), spindle variation (D), pericentromere stretching (E), and kinetochore declustering (F; P \< 0.05). Bar, 1 µm. Error bars represent standard deviation.](JCB_201208163R_Fig5){#fig5}

In the CNLS model with no cross-linking, a threshold for stretching of 975 nm yields a spring stretching frequency of 11 ± 3% (*n* = 500; [Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, IV) for any given chromosome and a correlated stretching frequency of 13 ± 4% ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, simulated cross-linking = 0) for any given pair of chromosomes, consistent with independent probabilities. We investigated cross-linking spring constants (*k~cross-link~*) corresponding to 0.1--0.5× the chromatin spring constant (30 pN/µm). Addition of cross-linking provides a mechanism to distribute tension between neighbors, making each chromatin spring less likely to stretch at a given spindle length. For a given *k~cross-link~*, the threshold was altered to match the observed frequency of single chromosome stretching in WT cells (12 ± 2%, yielding 965--947-nm thresholds for 0.1--0.5× cross-linking springs). We found that *k~cross-link~* = 0.3× yielded the best fit to the observed correlated stretching frequency (P = 0.88; [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine whether depletion of cross-linking in the CNLS + cross-linking model could account for experimentally observed behavior, we simulated loss of cross-links. We analyzed spindle length, length variation, loop stretching, and declustering in the CNLS with *k~cross-link~* = 0.3× (WT proxy) and upon depletion of cross-linking springs *k~cross-link~* = 0 (perturbed spring proxy). Upon removing the cross-links, spindle behavior was similar to the CNLS model with a decreased threshold. All simulation outputs increased (P \< 0.05; [Fig. 5, C--F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), recapitulating in vivo perturbation of the chromatin spring via pericentric cohesin or condensin depletion. Ablation of cross-linking serves as another mechanism to increase loop stretching.

Discussion
==========

The mitotic spindle is a force regulatory machine built for chromosome segregation. Using the mitotic spindle in yeast allows us to investigate the core components to avoid complexities that exist in larger spindles found in mammalian cells. The key features of the machine are an extensional microtubule-based motor force and a restoring chromatin spring force. Tension or microtubule attachment at kinetochores silences the spindle checkpoint in preparation for faithful segregation ([@bib7]). A major question in the field is how the cell measures tension across an attachment site consisting of multiple kMTs. The lack of information regarding the functional properties of the chromatin spring hinders a mechanistic understanding of how tension is distributed between sister kinetochores in mitosis.

To address the biophysical basis of the chromatin spring, we used mathematical models of the yeast spindle. The main experimental features ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) are spindle length and variation, pericentric chromatin stretching, and kinetochore clustering. The simplest models containing a linear chromatin spring (noise, MLS; coupled, CLS) capture spindle length and variation but fail to recapitulate the complexities found in vivo ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Visualization of a single chromosome using integrated LacO spots revealed asymmetric pericentric chromatin spring behavior during metaphase ([Figs. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). LacO spots exhibit dynamic transitions from a focus to an extended state ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When a LacO spot on one sister stretches, the other sister does not (*n* = 102; [@bib58]). These data suggest pericentric chromatin does not function as a linear spring. A simple nonlinear spring is a piecewise continuous force--extension rule with a threshold condition for switching between looped and unlooped springs. An alternative form of a nonlinear spring is a wormlike chain, with an exponential force--extension curve. Our model exhibits a sawtooth force--extension curve and recapitulates chromatin stretching and kinetochore declustering ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), not matched by systems with linear springs. A Hookean spring (*F* = −*k~spring~* (*L~spring~* − *L~rest~*)) has two adjustable parameters, rest length (*L~rest~*) and spring constant (*k~spring~*; [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The piecewise continuous spring contains a third additional parameter, a threshold (*L~threshold~*) for determining the state of chromatin looping that alters the linear spring parameters ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). An additional fourth parameter is the cross-linking spring constant (*k~cross-link~*; [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) invoked to fit experimental data of 40% coordinated stretching ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, WT). The cross-linking spring parameter affects both the threshold and linear spring parameters. These additional model parameters provide new functional attributes for probing the role of chromatin proteins, such as cohesin and condensin, in organizing pericentric chromatin into higher-order loops that function as a spring.

![**Testable parameters of a piecewise continuous spring.** (A) The most common form of a spring is given by a Hookean spring equation *F* = −*k~spring~* (*L~spring~* − *L~rest~*), in which *k* is the spring constant, and *L~rest~* is the spring rest length. Simulations of a linear spring fail to account for behavior of the spindle and the pericentric chromatin upon experimental depletion of pericentric cohesin or condensin (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). (B) A nonlinear spring with a threshold length (*L~threshold~*) recapitulates increase in spindle length and fluctuations, asymmetric chromatin stretching, and kinetochore declustering. The threshold represents the length/force at which a compact loop transitions to a stretched loop. Cohesin and condensin increase the threshold of the chromatin loops maintaining compaction (equilibrium arrows shifted toward loops). Perturbation of the chromatin spring through depletion of pericentric cohesin or condensin decreases the length/force the loops can resist, causing the loops to stretch freely (equal amounts of compact and stretched loops; [Fig. 2, A and C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The *L~threshold~* variable is an alternative way to modulate the native linear spring constant (*k*) and rest length (*L~rest~*). (C) Experimentally observed stretching of two chromosomes could be simulated through the addition of a cross-linking spring between neighboring chromosomes (*k~cross-link~*; [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Cross-linked chromatin springs can distribute tension, thereby increasing the ability of a single chromatin spring to resist reaching *L~threshold~* or extreme stretching (equilibrium arrows shifted toward the looped state). Simulation and experimental data suggest condensin and cohesin modulate *L~threshold~* and *k~cross-link~*, respectively.](JCB_201208163_Fig6){#fig6}

The physical basis for a system with spring extension thresholds is consonant with chromatin loops in the pericentric region. The evidence for chromatin loops is twofold. One is the transition from spots to linear arrays of pericentric DNA visualized with LacO; two is the spatial redistribution from a spindle distal to proximal position coincident with the spot to linear transition ([@bib58]). The enrichment of cohesin and condensin and their ability to bring distal regions of chromatin into proximity ([@bib27]; [@bib42]; [@bib39]) provide additional evidence for pericentric chromatin loops. Pericentric condensin is localized proximal to the spindle axis and is responsible for axial compaction in accord with the SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) complex dictating the *L~threshold~* parameter ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Pericentric cohesin's distal localization from the spindle axis and role in radial confinement of the pericentric chromatin best fit with the depicted *k~cross-link~* parameter ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib58]). The depiction of cohesin and condensin in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} accounts for their spatial segregation in the pericentromere, different biochemical roles, and common effect on the spindle and spring looping behavior both experimentally and in simulations. Therefore, we propose that cohesin and condensin together with pericentric DNA form a nonlinear spring that is part of a cross-linked network in the pericentromere. A similar cross-linked network mechanism for constraint of mammalian mitotic chromosomes has been attributed to protein-mediated compaction, linking, and DNA entanglements ([@bib31]; [@bib59]). Cross-linking between kinetochores and/or kMTs could also contribute to such a mechanism. Condensin and cohesin function to adjust chromatin compaction and provide a mechanism to distribute tension across single and multiple microtubule attachments in the spindle.

The organization of pericentric chromatin loops into a cross-linked network provides new insights into mechanisms of tension sensing in mitosis. The force exerted at the point of microtubule attachment is unlikely to be distributed uniformly between sister microtubule attachment sites. It is unclear how tension is sensed at a multimicrotubule attachment site, such as the mammalian kinetochore (16--20 microtubules), or the clusters of 16 yeast kinetochores, with stochastic microtubule dynamics. Alternatively, the cross-linking model provides a mechanism whereby the sum of forces from a multiattachment site structure can be integrated. When tension is applied to a cross-linked network, the heterogeneous distribution of cross-links can lead to local regions of high stress ([@bib46]). Slip rings (or molecular pulleys) provide a mechanism to distribute tension from one location to the entire network ([@bib44]; [@bib21]). Cohesin and condensin have the physical attributes to function as slip rings ([@bib19]; [@bib34]; [@bib12]; [@bib28]) and provide the chemistry for regulating elasticity both within the centromere and across multiple attachment sites. Upon the loss or depletion of these proteins, pericentric chromatin and tension sensing is impaired in both yeast ([@bib78]; [@bib43]) and mammals ([@bib51]; [@bib53]; [@bib63]; [@bib36]). We propose that a chromatin network composed of SMC "tension adjusters" functions to equalize tension across sister kinetochores, whose microtubule attachment sites exhibit stochastic dynamics throughout early mitosis.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cell preparation
----------------

Cells were incubated in YPD (2% glucose, 2% peptone, and 1% yeast extract) at 24 or 32°C for WT or *mcm21Δ* strains. Asynchronous cultures were grown to log phase and then imaged. Only metaphase cells were analyzed as outlined in [@bib58]. Cells were considered in metaphase with separated Nuf2 kinetochore foci and not linearly increasing in spindle length (indicative of anaphase). Cells with pericentric LacO and TetO were considered in metaphase when sister arrays were separated (LacO and TetO) and not linearly increasing in separation distance.

Imaging
-------

Wide-field microscope images were acquired at room temperature (25°C) using a microscope stand (Eclipse TE2000-U; Nikon) with a 100× Plan Apochromat, 1.4 NA digital interference contrast oil immersion lens with a camera (ORCA ER; Hamamatsu Photonics). MetaMorph 7.1 (Molecular Devices) was used to acquire unbinned z-series image stacks with z-step size of 300 nm. Population Imaging was performed in water on Concanavalin A--coated coverslips. Live imaging of cells was performed on 25% gelatin slab with yeast complete 2% glucose media. Image exposure times were between 400 and 800 ms.

Analyzing pericentric LacO array stretching
-------------------------------------------

LacO/LacI-GFP strains were grown in synthetic dextrose-His media to induce LacI-GFP under the *HIS* promoter as outlined by [@bib20] and [@bib48]. LacO array strains used to determine the rate of chromatin stretching and shrinkage were KBY 9039 (*mcm21Δ*) LacO 6.8-kb centroid from CEN15 (10-kb array inserted at 1.8 kb from CEN15). Time-lapse images of LacO/LacI-GFP stretching with Spc29-RFP--labeled spindle poles in KBY 9039 were captured using unbinned (65 nm/pixel) single-plane acquisitions at 5-s intervals. Each single-plane image was rotated using MATLAB (MathWorks) to align all spindles axis horizontally along the same y coordinate. Images were deconvolved using Huygens Compute engine 4.1.0 (Scientific Volume Imaging), and background was subtracted using MetaMorph. The length of the focus and stretched LacO/LacI-GFP signal were measured inclusively in MetaMorph and logged into Excel (Microsoft). A compact spot exhibits an isotropic shape, parallel and perpendicular to the spindle axis, and a stretched spot is anisotropic, extended parallel to the spindle axis ([@bib58]). An aspect ratio (parallel/perpendicular) of \>1.2 is a quantitative measure of anisotropy ([@bib23]). Extended arrays are ≥600 nm in length along the spindle axis (aspect ratio of 1.2; [Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Kinetochore declustering
------------------------

Population images were acquired of strains containing a kinetochore marker (Nuf2, Ndc80, or Ame1) with labeled spindle poles (Spc29): KBY 8526, 473A Nuf2-GFP-Ura Spc29-RFP-hygromycin B (Hb); KBY 9413, 473A Ndc80-tdtomato-Nat Ame1-GFP-Kan; KBY 9070, 473A *mcm21Δ*-Nat Nuf2-GFP-Ura Spc29-RFP-Hb; and KBY 9423, 473A *mcm21Δ*-Nat Nat:Trp Ndc80-tdtomato-Nat Ame1-GFP-Kan. MetaMorph line scans were drawn along the spindle axis through the kinetochores to determine whether each sister kinetochore structure remains clustered as one peak or declustered into multiple peaks.

Simulation outputs of spindle length and the length of each of the 32 kMTs emanating from each pole (16 each) were converted into XML files for generating simulated fluorescent images. A comma separated value to XML converter script was used in MATLAB to import the lengths into a set geometry to be used for the Microscope Simulator 2.1.1 (Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation, The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; [@bib50]). For each pole, the 16 corresponding kMTs were arranged in a 250-nm diameter around the spindle pole axis. The spindle pole was marked by an oblong sphere and labeled purple. The plus end of each of the kMTs (rods) was marked with a small sphere labeled green. The Microscope Simulator convolved the image using the point-spread function of our microscope as outlined by [@bib57]. The simulated image was configured to match experimental signal to noise (410 max and 270 min) and background noise standard deviation (±4.8) using gain, offset, and Gaussian noise functions. The simulated images were then analyzed in MetaMorph the same as experimental images outlined in the previous paragraph.

Coordinated stretching
----------------------

To build a strain with pericentric regions labeled on two different chromosomes, we incorporated a 10-kb TetO array 0.4 kb away from the centromere at the met14 locus of CEN11 using a plasmid-targeting protocol ([@bib52]) into a strain that already contained a 10-kb LacO array tagged with LacI-GFP 1.8 kb from CEN15. TetR-CFP (pDB49: TetR-CFP-Hb) was used to tag the TetO array. Spindle pole bodies were marked with Spc29-RFP. Images were acquired using MetaMorph and were obtained in z-series stacks of 10 images with a step size of 200 nm. Images were binned two by two (pixel size of 130 nm). A triple pass dichroic was used in conjunction with YFPg, CFP, and RFP excitation filters, no detectable bleed through was found. LacO and TetO array stretching was analyzed in metaphase cells with two separated arrays for both the LacO and TetO. Stretching events were determined as explained in the subsection Analyzing pericentric LacO array stretching. Simulation population outputs were analyzed for uncoordinated or coordinated stretching among all 16 chromosomes.

Mitotic spindle simulation
--------------------------

The Mitotic Spindle Simulation software, written in MATLAB/Simulink, along with an accompanying manual can be downloaded from [supplemental materials](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp10} or the Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation, The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill website.

MLS model
---------

This minimal model considers prescribed stochastic cellular forces, a linear chromatin spring, and viscous drag, each of them acting along the spindle axis. Thus, a force balance along the spindle axis includes the extensional motor force from double-bound motors, *F~ip~* (+), the chromatin spring restoring force, *F~k~*(−), and the drag force opposing spindle movement, *F~drag~*:$${\sum F_{on\, spindle\, axis}} = F_{ip} + F_{k} + F_{drag} = 0.$$

### Force laws.

\(a\) The drag force is given by Stokes' drag law: *F~drag~*(*t*) = −*C~drag~V~ip~*(*t*), in which *V~ip~* is the velocity of the ipMT. (b) The motor force from double-bound motors is additive: *F~ip~*(*t*) = *F~M~D*(*t*), in which *F~M~* is the force per motor, and *D*(*t*) is the number of double-bound motors. Stall forces determined experimentally are in the range ∼5.5--7.5 pN, depending on ATP concentration ([@bib67]). In this study, *F~M~* is assumed constant and equal to 6 pN. For this minimal model, we posit *D*(*t*) as a Poisson distribution with given rates of attachment and detachment, *k*~on~ and *k*~off~. This assumption on the number of motors is equivalent to a population balance of motors, in which the only species are double-bound and unbound motors,$$\left\lbrack D \right\rbrack\underset{k_{\text{on}}}{\overset{k_{\text{off}}}{\rightleftarrows}}\left\lbrack U \right\rbrack.$$

\(c\) The length of the kMTs is normally distributed with mean *L~m~* and variance *σ~m~*: $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}} \sim N\left( {L_{m},\sigma_{m}} \right).$ (d) The restoring force from chromatin is that of a Hookean (linear) spring: $F_{k}\left( t \right) = - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}\left( t \right) - L_{rest}} \right),$ in which *L~rest~* = 200 nm is the rest length of the spring.

Introducing these assumptions into [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, solving for *V~ip~*, and then writing *V~ip~* as the discrete rate of change of the spindle length, *L~ip~*(*t*), we find$$V_{ip}\left( t \right) = \frac{1}{C_{drag}}\left( {F_{M}D\left( t \right) - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}}\left( t \right) - L_{rest}} \right)} \right)\,\text{and}$$$$\frac{L_{ip}\left( {t + \Delta t} \right) - L_{ip}\left( t \right)}{\Delta t} = V_{ip}\left( {t + \Delta t} \right).$$

Finally, solving for *L~ip~*(*t* + Δ*t*) gives$$L_{ip}\left( {t + \Delta t} \right) = \frac{C_{drag}}{C_{drag} + k_{sp}\Delta t}L_{ip}\left( t \right) - \frac{\Delta t}{C_{drag} + k_{sp}\Delta t}\left( {L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}}\left( {t + \Delta t} \right) + L_{rest} - F_{M}D\left( {t + \Delta t} \right)} \right).$$Note that here, we can use values of $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}}$ and *D* at time *t* + Δ*t* because these quantities are independent of the spindle length. A typical solution of this equation is plotted in Fig. S1 D, and [Table S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp11} shows the parameters of the MLS model and the default values used in our simulations.

Distribution of *L~ip~*(*t*) calculated using the MLS model follows a log-normal distribution. A variable *X* is said to be log-normally distributed if log(*X*) is normally distributed. Although, in a normal distribution, the effects of independent factors are additive, the effects of independent factors acting on a log-normally distributed variable are multiplicative, and log-normal distributions usually refer to variables that remain positive.

CLS model
---------

### Motor dynamics.

Rather than simply draw the number of double-bound motors, *D*(*t*), from a Poisson distribution parameterized by *k*~on~ and *k*~off~, we now distribute the total number of motors among four species: *S*~ipMT~ for motors single bound to the ipMTs, *S*~kMT~ for motors single bound to the kMTs, *U* for unbound or free motors, and *D* for double-bound motors in the ipMT overlap zone.

The population dynamics is summarized in the following figure, with all the rates given in 1/s.$$\left\lbrack D \right\rbrack\underset{k_{\text{on,1}}}{\overset{k_{\text{off,1}}}{\rightleftarrows}}\left\lbrack S_{\text{ipMT}} \right\rbrack\underset{k_{\text{on,2}}}{\overset{k_{\text{off,2}}}{\rightleftarrows}}\left\lbrack U \right\rbrack\underset{k_{\text{off,2}}}{\overset{k_{\text{on,3}}}{\rightleftarrows}}\left\lbrack S_{\text{kMT}} \right\rbrack.$$For each simulation, the total motor pool *D* + *S*~ipMT~ + *U* + *S*~kMT~ is constant. [Table S5](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1){#supp12} summarizes the assumptions made on the different rates of detachment and attachment.

\(a\) The dynamics of attachment of single-bound motors in ipMTs to become double-bound motors is assumed to follow a binomial process, *S*~ipMT~ → *D* ∼ *B*(*S~lap~*, 0.12), in which *S~lap~* is the number of motors in the overlap region *L~lap~* of ipMTs,$$S_{lap} = S_{\text{ipMT}} \times \frac{2L_{lap}}{L_{ip} + L_{lap}},$$in which our simulations assume *L~lap~* = 0.8 µm. In addition, the probability of success is constant and equal to 12%. Because the relation between the probability of attachment, *p*~on~, and the rate of attachment, *k*~on,1~, is $p_{\text{on}} = 1 - e^{- k_{\text{on,1}}}.$ We find *k*~on,1~ ≈ 0.13.

\(b\) The rate of attachment of free motors to ipMTs and kMTs is assumed to be proportional to the tubulin concentration (constant) and the percentage of the total length that is available for attachment,$$k_{\text{on,2}} = \left\lbrack \text{tubulin} \right\rbrack \times \frac{L_{ip} + L_{lap}}{L_{ip} + L_{lap} + L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}} + L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}}\,\text{and}$$$$k_{\text{on,3}} = \left\lbrack \text{tubulin} \right\rbrack \times \frac{L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}\,\text{or}\,\text{right}}}{L_{ip} + L_{lap} + L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}} + L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}}.$$

\(c\) The rate of detachment of bound motors is assumed constant, *k*~off,2~ = *k*~off,1~ = 0.3 *s*^−1^.

### KMT length dynamics.

The kMTs grow and shrink stochastically through polymerization and depolymerization, but the process is biased by the state of the kMTs, i.e., their length relative to a threshold length and the tension in the kMTs. The dynamics of this process was studied by [@bib15] and probability of switching states is graphed in Fig. S1 A.

Fitting to [@bib15] data gives the following relationships for the probabilities of rescue, *p~r~*, and catastrophe, *p~c~*,$$p_{r} = \left| {0.21 - 9.5 \times F_{k}} \right|\,\text{and}$$$$p_{c} = \left| {0.38 - 0.65\left( {L_{\text{kMT}} - 0.75} \right)^{2}} \right|.$$In addition, if *L~kMT~* \< 50 nm, *p~r~* = 1, and if *L*~kMT~ \> 800 nm, *p~c~* = 0.389.

In Eqs. 3 and 4, *F~k~* is given in piconormals, and *L*~kMT~ is given in micrometers. To find whether at a given time step a kMT is growing or shortening, the following procedure is implemented. (a) Two random numbers, *r~c~* and *r~r~*, are drawn from a uniform distribution. (b) *r~c~* and *r~r~* are used to compute two logical values, *a~1~* and *a~2~*, as$$a_{1} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{0\,\text{if}\, p_{c} < r_{c}} \\
{1\,\text{if}\, p_{c} > r_{c}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.\,\text{and}\, a_{2} = \left\{ {\begin{matrix}
{0\,\text{if}\, p_{r} < r_{r}} \\
{1\,\text{if}\, p_{r} > r_{r}} \\
\end{matrix}.} \right.$$

\(c\) Changes in kMT length are then determined by the following rules: if *a~1~* = 0; *a~2~* = 0, do nothing; if *a~1~* = 0; *a~2~* = 1, rescue (at a rate of 17 nm/s); if *a~1~* = 1; *a~2~* = 0, catastrophe (at a rate of 25 nm/s); and if *a~1~* = 1; *a~2~* = 1, same as the previous time step.

### Coupled dynamics of 16 chromatin springs.

In this model, we include the dynamics of all 16 chromatin springs and their corresponding kMTs. Furthermore, we assume the springs are arranged in parallel so that the total spring force, *F~k~*, is the sum of individual spring forces$$F_{k} = {\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{16}{F_{k,n}.}}$$The consequences of including more than one spring in the spindle dynamics are shown in Fig. S1 (E and F) and discussed in the Results subsection A linear spring model recapitulates the increase in both the mean and variance of spindle length observed in mutant cells.

### Force--velocity relationship of the ipMTs.

We impose a linear force--velocity relationship defined by two parameters: a maximum (stall) force, *F~M~* = 6 pN, and a maximum speed, *V*~max~ = 50 nm/s. The net force (sum of forces) felt by double-bound motors on ipMTs is$$F_{net} = F_{ip} + F_{k} + F_{drag},$$which is then distributed evenly across double-bound motors and gives a mean force per motor,$$\frac{F_{net}}{D} = \frac{F_{ip} + F_{k} + F_{drag}}{D} = \frac{F_{M}D + F_{k} + F_{drag}}{D}\,\text{and}$$$$F_{\text{per}\,\text{motor}}\left( t \right) = F_{M} + \frac{F_{k}\left( t \right) + F_{drag}\left( t \right)}{D\left( t \right)}.$$The ipMT (therefore spindle) velocity can be determined as$$V_{ip}\left( t \right) = \frac{F_{net}\left( t \right)}{D\left( t \right)} \times \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{F_{M}} = V_{\text{max}}\left( {1 + \frac{F_{k}\left( t \right) + F_{drag}\left( t \right)}{F_{M}D\left( t \right)}} \right).$$From [Eq. 6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we see that (a) if *F~k~* + *[F]{.ul}~drag~* = 0, *V~ip~* = *V*~max~. In other words, if the forces from the chromatin spring and fluid drag cancel, the spindle will move at the maximum speed of one motor. (b) If the net force on the ipMTs is 0, *F~net~* = 0, *V~ip~* = 0, and the spindle is stationary. In this quasiequilibrium condition, each motor is at or near stall force (6 pN), and this force arises from the spring and drag forces acting on the motors. (c) The mean force acting on a motor can be found as *F*~per\ motor~ = *F~M~*(1−*V~ip~*/*V*~max~) as shown in Fig. S1 B.

### Numerical integration.

With these new dynamics, *L~ip~*(*t* + Δ*t*) can no longer be solved explicitly because *D*(*t* + Δ*t*) and $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}}\left( {t + \Delta t} \right)$ depend on *L~ip~*(*t* + Δ*t*). Solving [Eq. 6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the spindle velocity gives$$V_{ip}\left( t \right) = \left( \frac{V_{\max}}{F_{M}D\left( t \right) + V_{\max}C_{drag}} \right) \times \left( {F_{M}D\left( t \right) + F_{k}\left( t \right)} \right),\,\text{so}\,\text{that}$$$$V_{ip}\left( t \right) = \left( \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{F_{M}D\left( t \right) + V_{\text{max}}C_{drag}} \right) \times \left( {F_{M}D\left( t \right) - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}}\left( t \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}\left( t \right) - L_{rest}} \right)} \right).$$

To integrate this equation in time and find *L~ip~*(*t* + Δ*t*), we perform a predictor--corrector scheme. The spindle length in the predictor step, *L~ip~*(*t*\*), is calculated as *L~ip~*(*t*) = *L~ip~*(*t*) + Δ*tV~ip~*(*t*). After this predictor step, we use *L~ip~*(*t*\*) to find *D*(*t*\*) and $L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left,right}}\left( {t*} \right)$ and perform a corrector step, *L~ip~*(*t* + Δ*t*) = *L~ip~*(*t*) + Δ*t*/2\[*V~ip~*(*t*) + *V~ip~*(*t\**)\], in which$$V_{ip}\left( {t*} \right) = \left( \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{F_{M}D\left( {t*} \right) + V_{\text{max}}C_{drag}} \right) \times \left( {F_{M}D\left( {t*} \right) - k_{sp}\left( {L_{ip}\left( {t*} \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{left}}\left( {t*} \right) - L_{\text{kMT}}^{\text{right}}\left( {t*} \right) - L_{rest}} \right)} \right).$$

Finally, from [Eq. 5](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is clear that the CLS model no longer imposes a deterministic force balance as in the MLS model ([Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In contrast, the sum of all forces is a stochastic variable, *F~net~*, that fluctuates around 0, as shown in Fig. S1 C.

CNLS model
----------

In this model, we assume a nonlinear spring force, as explained in the Results subsection A nonlinear spring hypothesis. In this new spring force, we posit a threshold value (*X~thres~*) for the spring extension. Spring lengths above the threshold value result in a decreased spring constant and increase in rest length. This new spring force can be then written as$$F_{k} = \left\{ {\begin{matrix}
{- k_{sp}\left( {L_{sp} - L_{r1}} \right),L_{sp} < \, X_{thres}} \\
{- \left( \frac{L_{1}}{L_{1} + \, x_{loop}} \right)k_{sp}\left( {L_{sp} - L_{r2}} \right),L_{sp} \geq X_{thres}} \\
\end{matrix}.} \right.$$Here, we assume *x~loop~* and *L*~1~ to be constants and equal to 450 and 800 nm, respectively, which gives *k*~2~ = 0.64 *k*~1~. We recognize that the instantaneous switching between spring states may be more accurately modeled using Kramers' theory. This theory describes the transition between bistable states as motions over a potential energy barrier. However, for the purposes of this model, the course-grained switching has proven sufficient to capture our experimental observations.

Coupled nonlinear cross-linked stochastic model
-----------------------------------------------

The 16 springs are arranged in parallel and linked to their two nearest neighbors. The links are assumed to be soft linear springs with spring constant *k~cross-link~* = 0--15 pN/µm. Furthermore, the springs are assumed to be close enough to each other so that the force law in each link is given by$$F_{\text{cross-link}|n + 1} = - k_{\text{cross-link}}\left\lbrack {\left( {L_{spr} - L_{spr|n + 1}} \right)\cos\left( \theta \right)} \right\rbrack,\,\text{and}$$$$F_{\text{cross-link}|n - \text{1}} = - k_{\text{cross-link}}\left\lbrack {\left( {L_{spr|n - 1} - L_{spr}} \right)\cos\left( \theta \right)} \right\rbrack.$$Here, θ is the angle between a cross-link and a spring, and we assumed that adjacent springs are close enough to each other so that θ ≈ 0 and cos(θ) ≈ 1. The force exerted by the spring is then, $F_{k}^{\text{cross-link}} = F_{k} + F_{\text{cross-link}|n + 1} + F_{\text{cross-link}|n - 1}$ and $F_{k}^{\text{cross-link}} = F_{k} - k_{\text{cross-link}}\left\lbrack {L_{spr|n - 1} - L_{spr|n + 1}} \right\rbrack,$ in which *F~k~* is calculated using [Eq. 7](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Additional spindle forces
-------------------------

### Astral microtubules.

In metaphase, there are approximately two to three astral microtubules extending from the spindle pole into the cytoplasm versus the ∼40 spindle microtubules. The astral microtubules are critical for spindle orientation and are acted upon by cytoplasmic dynein ([@bib47]). Deletion of dynein has little to no effect on the kinetics of spindle elongation or the duration of metaphase ([@bib76]). Rather, loss of dynein results in misoriented spindles, whose position is monitored by the spindle position checkpoint.

### Nuclear membrane forces.

The nuclear membrane has a heterogeneous morphology. Membrane protrusions have been observed to even precede the spindle upon migration into the daughter cell during anaphase ([@bib76]; [@bib68]). Because spindle elongation is highly stereotypic and independent of changes in nuclear shape, we do not consider the impact of nuclear envelop force on the spindle.

### Inward motor forces.

An important component of the spindle machine is the minus-end motor Kar3. *KAR3* is a nonessential gene that nonetheless contributes to the fidelity of chromosome segregation in mitosis. Kar3 is found in metaphase along the ipMTs as well as kMTs and microtubule plus ends. Deletion of kar3 suppresses the loss of outward motors, Cin8 and Kip1, giving rise to the model that Kar3 provides an important inward force in metaphase ([@bib54]; [@bib55]). Although it is important to model the role of Kar3 in mitosis, the simplest model is that Kar3 opposes the outward motors Cin8 and Kip1. Incorporation of an additional parameter that opposes Cin8 and Kip1 will not substantively change the model.

### Kinetochore forces.

Kinetochore forces are implicit as the mechanism that translates the spatial catastrophe gradient and tension-dependent rescue from the chromatin spring to kMT plus ends. The question of how much force the kinetochore generates has been addressed through elegant in vitro experiments with isolated kinetochores ([@bib1]). The rupture force to dissociate the kinetochore from a microtubule is ∼9 pN ([@bib1]). This is equivalent to the force of a single motor protein (∼6 pN). The implicit assumption in the values used in the model is that motors reach their stall force in vivo, and consequently, the spring constant is on the order of motor stalling. An unanswered question in the field is whether motors ever reach their stall force in vivo and how close to the rupture force the system is working. Implementing the microtubule-based force at the kinetochore will change the value of the spring constant but does not substantively change the model.

Variation in chromatin springs is not incorporated in the model, including histone exchange in the pericentric chromatin ([@bib66]), the likelihood that spring constants for different chromosomes are not identical nor are the switching thresholds, and variation in chromatin protein number (e.g., cohesin and condensin). These listed sources account for in vivo noise but should not alter the overall trends or behavior of the model.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 summarizes the transition from the MLS model to a CLS model. Fig. S2 shows the implementation of a nonlinear spring with two states (histograms of spindle length). Fig. S3 shows that the model is insensitive to overlap dynamics. Fig. S4 shows that model sensitivity analysis reveals robustness of the model. Fig. S5 is a representative single parameter sensitivity analysis that reveals that the threshold for loop stretching disproportionally affects spindle length variation. Table S1 lists the parameters and values used in the model. Table S2 provides the statistics of the Gaussian distributions shown in Fig. S2. Table S3 provides the sensitivity analysis parameters and ranges. Table S4 shows the MLS model values from Fig. S1. Table S5 shows the motor on/off rates of the CLS model from Fig. S1. Supplemental material also includes a PDF file that shows the mitotic spindle simulation manual. A ZIP file is also provided containing the mathematical model. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201208163/DC1>.
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